regional industrial development corporation

32-36 S Linden St. Duquesne, PA 15110

ridc

millwrights

city center of duquesne

10,000 RSF flex space available now

city center of duquesne - millwrights

The Building
at a GLANCE
Built in 2015, the Millwrights Building offers
30,000 sq ft of flex, office and warehouse space.
The building is located in the City Center of
Duquesne industrial park, which is off of Route
837 and close to regional transportation, such
as the Mon-Fayette Expressway.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10,000 Square Feet (Approx.)
shell flex space
24’ warehouse clearance
2 dock high doors
2:1000 parking
access to PA-837, 376 EAST
signage opportunity
new buildout opportunity
abundance of natural light

10,000
RSF

*Above plan is an architect’s suggestion. Space has no existing build out
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The Location
Nearby Amenties
Restaurants
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

superior motors
primantI Brothers
randy’s beer barrel
homeville trolley stop
wolf’s pub
asian house
papa john’s pizza

•

many more!

Lodging
•
•
•
•
•

holiday inn express pgh east
hampton inn waterfront
courtyard by marriott
residence inn monroeville
doubletree hotel

Landlord Spotlight
RIDC is a nonprofit organization founded by and for the Pittsburgh region. We
trace our history back more than 60 years, to a time when leaders in the region envisioned a entity dedicated to developing properties that would support
our industrial base, create jobs, and grow our economy. RIDC went on to pioneer the region’s first industrial parks, and when the steel industry declined,
we continued to support the region by taking on those abandoned industrial
sites, attracting new technology-based companies and returning those properties back on to the tax rolls.
Today, we are still dedicated to catalyzing economic growth in Southwestern
Pennsylvania through real estate development that captures growth opportunities across diverse industry sectors and fosters inclusive high-quality job
creation. From the Pittsburgh Technology Center to the sustainable Mill 19,
RIDC has been on the forefront of providing spaces for the growth of technology and innovation within the Southwestern PA region. We view RIDC’s success as part of a larger vision for our region; our decisions are motivated
by the economic development potential of our projects and the ability of our
facilities and our tenants to impact the overall community.
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